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As the recent advances in the wireless technologies and mobile terminals, mobile users
equipped with mobile devices are able to access wireless services through 3G cellular network,
WiFi hotspot, or WiMAX link, as well as through satellite digital broadcast or terrestrial
digital broadcast. By effectively taking advantage of these complementary communication
modes, we explore a new hybrid data delivery model, i.e., Hybrid Wireless Broadcast (HWB)
model to benefit from the optimal combination of the push-based and pull-based broadcast
and on-demand point-to-point wireless communication. The HWB model can provide a flex-
ible and complementary information service in different bandwidths and service ranges, and
greatly improve the responsibility, scalability, and efficiency of the system. The results of
simulation study show the proposed HWB approach achieves a significant improvement in
system performance.

1. Introduction

In recent years, many wireless technologies
such as IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.16, 3G mo-
bile communication, and data broadcast be-
come available. On one hand, mobile users
equipped with wireless terminal, such as cellu-
lar phone, PDA, and laptop PC, can acquire in-
formation services through 3G cellular network,
WiFi hotspot, or WiMAX link. Although these
technologies vary in many aspects, we look at
them as a base station infrastructure network
(abbr. as BS network). In such a network, mo-
bile clients access wireless services through the
base station, i.e., wireless access point, which
connects with the wired network and serves the
clients within the responsible area.

On the other hand, wireless information ser-
vice through digital broadcast, such as satellite
digital broadcast or terrestrial digital broad-
cast, becomes available in more and more
widespread areas. Most recently, mobile digital
broadcast has been available over the air. The
world’s first satellite digital broadcasting recep-
tion by mobile devices, namely mobile broad-
casting MobaHO, starts service from October,
2004 in Japan; meanwhile, Japanese terrestrial
digital broadcasting service for cellular phone
starts for the first time in the world in April,
2006.

To coincide with the launch of mobile digital
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broadcast service, many corresponding equip-
ments successively appear in the market, e.g.,
DoCoMo P901iTV, au W33SA W41H, Voda-
fone 905SH cellular phone, VAIO type T lap-
top, MBCO MBT0102A PC card tuner for in-
stalling in notebook PC 19)～22), etc. Therefore,
mobile users holding these emerging mobile de-
vices are able to access wireless services through
the BS networks, as well as through data broad-
cast, which significantly extends the available
information services for a single mobile termi-
nal. However, as of today, these two communi-
cation modes are utilized separately so that it
is impossible to enjoy services that benefit from
the optimal integration of the BS network and
data broadcast.

In fact, the BS network and data broadcast
have some complementary features, and it is
beneficial to put these features to good use. For
the BS networks, geographical decentralization
is particularly suited to provide local services to
the clients within the responsible region. Loca-
tion based service is a good example. However,
in such a network, the wireless service is uni-
cast communication, and based on the client-
server model. The concurrent information re-
quirements of the numerous clients will give
rise to the overload of the server and narrow-
band bandwidth, because all the queries have to
be responded by point-to-point communication,
even though they request for the same informa-
tion. In contrast, data broadcast is suitable to
disseminate popular information to public, such
as stock quotation and news, since broadcast
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can scale up to an arbitrary number of clients,
and facilitate efficient bandwidth usage. How-
ever, broadcast is generally insensitive to the
special conditions of mobile clients. For in-
stance, the answer to a query on stock price
is the same, no matter where the data is re-
lated and where the client is located. There-
fore, it can provide more effective information
services, if these two communication modes are
integrated efficiently.

So far, some studies discussed the hybrid
networking based on wireless data broad-
cast 6),8),11),15). They normally assumed that
the base station provides push-based broad-
cast and pull-based unicast communication, in
which the on-demand response is limited in
point-to-point wireless communication, and the
push-based broadcast is limited in the local
scope of the base station. None of research
considered to provide a complementary infor-
mation service in different service ranges.

The purpose of this paper is to explore
an effective information dissemination in a
new hybrid networking by taking advantage of
the emerging mobile/wireless communication.
Based on the BS networks, we regard the base
station as a local server, which is responsible
for serving the mobile clients in its liable re-
gion. Moreover, we expand the BS networks
by integrating with the broadcast of the server,
which provides service to the clients in a global
region. In such a decentralized system, the
broadcast server manages the information for
broadcasting, whereas the base stations take
charge of query processing. This is because
mobile clients’ queries being processed at the
base stations can alleviate the workload of the
server; otherwise, if a client communicates with
the broadcast server directly, the workload of a
single server will become quite heavy when the
clients’ queries greatly increase.

In this paper, we contribute a Hybrid Wire-
less Broadcast (HWB) model, which combines
push-based and pull-based broadcast with pull-
based point-to-point wireless communication to
provide a flexible and complementary informa-
tion service in different bandwidths and differ-
ent service ranges. This combination makes the
system more efficient, responsible and scalable.
Based on the proposed HWB model, we fur-
ther put forward an effective query processing
method. Furthermore, we develop a simulation
model and conduct a set of experiments to eval-
uate the performance of the proposed HWB ap-

Fig. 1 HWB environment.

proach.
The remainder of the paper is organized as

follows. The detail of the HWB approach is
presented in Section 2. Simulation model is de-
scribed in Section 3. Section 4 gives a set of
experimental results. Section 5 introduces the
related work. Finally, this paper concludes in
Section 6.

2. HWB Approach

2.1 HWB Environment
We assume the proposed HWB approach is

based on a hybrid wireless broadcast environ-
ment, in terms of the emerging mobile devices
being able to access the BS networks, as well as
the satellite broadcast or the terrestrial broad-
cast. As Fig. 1 shows, the HWB environment
comprises a broadcast server, lots of base sta-
tions, and a large number of mobile clients.
The broadcast server broadcasts information in
a large scope; while the base stations connect
with the broadcast server through the inter-
net and provide wireless communication to the
clients in their local areas. Mobile clients are
supposed to be able to access information from
the base station and the broadcast server.

In such a hybrid network, mobile users hold-
ing a portable terminal such as PDA and cellu-
lar phone can access wireless services through
the base station, like in a BS network, mean-
while can acquire information via the broadcast
of the server, like in a satellite or terrestrial
broadcast.

2.2 HWB Model
Figure 2 further indicates the communica-

tion model of the HWB approach. Broadly
speaking, the HWB communication is divided
into two communication modes: the broadcast
from the server to mobile clients, and the uni-
cast communication between the base station
and mobile clients. Specifically, the bandwidth
for broadcast is classified as the main channel
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Fig. 2 Communication model.

and the on-demand sub channel. Each base sta-
tion has a cache and provides a bidirectional
point-to-point communication via the wireless
channel. Consequently, mobile clients can send
requests to the base station through the up-
link of the wireless channel, and receive the re-
sponses from one of the three downlinks: the
push-based main channel, the pull-based sub
channel, or the pull-based wireless channel. In
a HWB system, the base stations take charge
of selecting an optimal way to respond to the
queries of clients, while the broadcast server
manages the information for broadcasting. The
proposed HWB approach attempts to provide a
complementary information service, by taking
advantage of the different features of the three
data delivery ways.

The main channel, which provides the push-
based broadcast, sequentially and periodically
broadcasts the data of the broadcast server.
The response of the main channel is not af-
fected by the system load, namely the number
of the queries. However, clients need to wait
until the desirable broadcast arrives. The av-
erage response time depends on the volume of
broadcast.

The sub channel is used for the pull-based
broadcast to meet the individual requirements
of global clients, which sequentially but not
periodically broadcasts the on-demand data.
Any on-demand broadcast can be shared by
all clients. Therefore, it is efficient to respond
to the queries which require for the same data.
However, response latency depends on the num-
ber of different requests.

The wireless channel of the base station offers
pull-based point-to-point wireless communica-
tion to meet the individual requirements of lo-
cal clients. However, unlike the on-demand sub
channel, the on-demand response via the wire-
less channel cannot be shared due to the point-
to-point communication. Hence, response la-

tency depends on the number of queries.
Besides the communication method and the

service range being different, the bandwidths
among the three channels are also different.
The main channel has a high-bandwidth; the
wireless channel has a low-bandwidth; whereas
the sub channel has a middle-bandwidth.

2.3 Query Processing
Clients submit data requests to the base sta-

tion. Each base station is responsible for pro-
cessing the queries of the local clients.

The bandwidths for the main channel, the
sub channel, and the wireless channel are de-
noted by Bm, Bs, and Bw, and the waiting
times by Tm, Ts, and Tw, respectively. For the
on-demand sub channel and wireless channel,
we employ a queue to manage the responses,
since the service for the clients’ requests mostly
complies with the “first come first served.” In
addition, we assume the broadcast server con-
taining N data items with equal size D. In the
case of the different sizes of the broadcast data,
the algorithm for calculation is the same, but
needs to accumulate the total size for all the
corresponding broadcast items.

The procedure for query processing is as fol-
lows.

Step 1: Calculate the three waiting times
with a suitable formula.

Assume that Nt is the position of the data
item in the broadcast program, which is cur-
rently being broadcast through the main chan-
nel; Ni is that of the requested data item.
If the requested data item has not been broad-
cast in the current period, i.e., Ni ≥ Nt, then

Tm = (Ni − Nt) × D/Bm,
which is the period of time that the requested
data item will be broadcast through the main
channel. If the requested data item has been
broadcast in the current period, i.e., Ni < Nt,
then

Tm = (N − Nt + Ni) × D/Bm,
which is the time adding the current remained
broadcasting period to the time of the data
items in the next period to be broadcast un-
til the requested data item.

As to the sub channel, if the requested data
item has been placed into the queue, the waiting
time is calculated by

Ts = Ns × D/Bs,
which is the time of the data items in the sub
channel queue from the first data item to the
requested one to be broadcast through the sub
channel, where Ns is the position of the re-
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quested data item in the sub channel queue.
Otherwise, if the requested data item has not
existed in the queue, it is calculated by

Ts = Ls × D/Bs,
which is the time of the whole data items in the
sub channel queue to be broadcast, where Ls is
the length of the sub channel queue, i.e., the
number of the pending data items in the sub
channel queue.

For the wireless channel, the base station
needs to check its cache. If there is the re-
quested data in the cache, the waiting time of
the wireless channel is calculated by

Tw = Lw × D/Bw,
which is the time of the whole data items in the
base station queue to be transmitted through
the wireless channel, where Lw is the length of
the base station queue. Otherwise, the wireless
channel cannot be used for the query, because
the waiting time is infinite, i.e., Tw → ∞.

Step 2: Compare the three waiting times
and select the shortest one to reply to the query.

Step 3: According to the selection result,
take a corresponding action.

If the wireless channel is the shortest, the
base station will put the request into its wait-
ing queue, and respond to the query by itself.
If the sub channel is the shortest and the data
item has not been placed in the sub channel
queue, the base station will transfer the query
to the broadcast server through the Internet.
Otherwise, the base station will not respond or
transfer the query, that is to say, the requested
data will soon be broadcast through the main
channel or the sub channel.

We ignore the time for query processing, be-
cause it does not need to perform a very com-
plicated process or calculation, and the time for
query processing is very short in comparison
with the time for data transmission.

3. Simulation Model

To examine the proposed HWB approach
thoroughly, the HWB system is modeled in our
simulation model: the client model, the base
station model, and the server model.

3.1 Client Model
In the client model, we model how frequently

clients issue a query, and in what pattern to
issue each query. Here, we assume clients have
no capability of caching, and have an interest
to extend it in a future study.

Query interval is used to simulate the load of
queries of clients. The shorter the query inter-

val is, the more frequent the clients’ requests
are and the heavier the workload of the sys-
tem gets. In our simulation, the generation of
query interval follows the Exponential distribu-
tion, and the varying average query interval for
each base station models different system work-
loads.

On the other hand, information service is bet-
ter to be grouped according to the different ar-
eas, since the clients in different regions nor-
mally have heterogeneous accesses, whereas the
clients in a same geographical area often have
similar interests in the local information, e.g.,
location based information. Thus, we assume
that all the items of the database are divided
into several data groups in accordance with the
base stations. The clients in the same base
station area have a higher tendency to issue a
query from the data group relevant to its be-
longing base station, and a lower tendency to
request from other data groups. In addition,
the client access patterns are assumed to follow
the Zipf distribution, where θ is a parameter
named access skewness coefficient and can be
varied from zero to one. When θ = 0, it is
a uniform distribution, but Zipf distribution is
frequently used to model skewed access, which
becomes increasingly skewed as θ increases.

3.2 Server Model
The broadcast server manages the broadcast

of the main channel and the sub channel. The
broadcast schedule of the main channel adopts
flat broadcast, i.e., broadcasts the data of the
database only once in a cycle. All data items
in the database are self-identifying, which can
be done by assigning a unique identifier to each
data item. For the sake of simplicity, we ig-
nore the varying broadcast of the main channel
and the update of data. However, the on de-
mand broadcast of the sub channel is dynami-
cally changed as the clients’ requests. When the
server receives the request for a certain data
item from the base station, it will insert that
data item into the sub channel queue, if the re-
quested data item has not been placed in the
sub channel queue.

Index technique 8),9) is employed in our
model. The server interleaves index informa-
tion with data on the broadcast channels to in-
form the broadcasting information. The index
overhead can be ignored, since the index size is
much smaller in comparison with the size of the
broadcast data.
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3.3 Base Station Model
The base stations take responsibility for

cache management and query processing for the
local clients. Each base station adopts the LRU
rule for cache replacement. Through the broad-
casting of the main channel or the sub channel,
the base stations discard the least recently used
items and keep the number of cache size of the
most recently queried items in cache. In addi-
tion, as depicted in Section 2.3, the base sta-
tions need to select an optimal way among the
three data delivery ways for responding to the
client request, and according to the selected re-
sult take a corresponding action: respond by it-
self, transfer the query to the broadcast server,
or do nothing special.

We assume the base stations have the knowl-
edge of the broadcasting. By first retrieving the
index information, the base stations are able to
obtain the arrival time of the requested data
items on the broadcast channel.

In addition, our simulation does not consider
the influence of transmission delay. Although
a delay may happen in some cases, such as
a transmission error of the wireless link and
weather influence on the satellite link, the study
of this problem is beyond the scope of our re-
search.

4. Experiments and Results

In this section, we use the simulation model
stated above to demonstrate the characteristics
of the HWB approach. Our experiments evalu-
ate two performances: the average waiting time
(AWT) and the success rate of the queries. The
average waiting time is defined as the average
elapsed time between query generation and its
fulfillment. The success rate is defined as the
ratio of the number of queries being successfully
responded within a time-out period to the total
number of queries the clients issued. The time-
out period is the maximum time allowed for
a query to be responded. In our experiments,
only the evaluation of the success rate considers
the limit of time-out, whereas the waiting time
of each query is used in the statistical evalua-
tion of the AWT no matter whether it is beyond
the time-out or not.

On the other hand, some related approaches
are introduced into the experiments to compare
with the proposed HWB approach, which are
the random WB approach, the push/pull ap-
proach, the push/w approach, the pure pull ap-
proach, and the pure push approach.

The communication mode of the random WB
approach is the same as the HWB approach.
Both of them hold the base station cache and
offer the three data delivery ways: the main
channel, the on-demand sub channel and the
on-demand wireless channel. The only differ-
ence is the selection method of query process-
ing. The random WB approach just adopts
one way randomly. By comparing the HWB
approach with the random WB approach, the
association between the HWB model and the
HWB processing can be clearly clarified.

Moreover, we compare the HWB approach
with two conventional hybrid data delivery
methods. The push/pull approach provides
push-based and pull-based broadcast by us-
ing the main channel and the on-demand sub
channel; while the push/w approach utilizes
the main channel for push-based broadcast, to-
gether with the point-to-point on-demand wire-
less channel. They both select the better way
with a shorter waiting time, from the two possi-
ble data delivery ways, to respond to the client
query.

In addition, to make comparisons, the pure
pull approach provides the pure pull-based
broadcast by using the on-demand sub chan-
nel, and the pure push approach provides the
pure push-based broadcast by using the main
channel.

The primary parameters and their default
values used in our experiments are presented
in Table 1. The number of data items in the
database is 10,000; the number of the base sta-
tions is 10. The bandwidth for the main chan-
nel, the sub channel, and the wireless chan-
nel are assumed as 100Mbps, 10Mbps, and
1 Mbps, respectively, due to the satellite com-
munication system with a high data rate above
100 Mbps having been developed, meanwhile
the data rate of the 3G mobile service being

Table 1 Parameter settings.

Parameters Values

Database Size [ Data Items ] 10,000
Data Item Size [ KB ] 100
Number of Base Stations 10
Cache Size of BS [ Data Items ] 200
Main Channel Bandwidth [ Mbps ] 100
Sub Channel Bandwidth [ Mbps ] 10
Wireless Bandwidth [ Mbps ] 1
Evaluation Time [ Time Slot ] 100,000
Query Interval [ms] 50∼2,100
Data Group Size [ Data Items ] 1000
Skewness for Zipf Distribution 0/0.95
Time Out [ s ] 30
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Fig. 3 Waiting time vs. query interval.

Fig. 4 Success rate vs. query interval.

a few hundred Kbps and several Mbps. Each
experiment runs 100,000 time slots, where one
time slot is defined as the time that a single data
item is broadcast through the main channel.

4.1 Impact of Query Frequency
In the first experiment, we evaluate the sys-

tem performance under different workloads, by
varying average query intervals from 50ms to
2,100ms. The results are shown in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4. Both the average waiting time and the
success rate upgrades as the query interval in-
creases for almost all the approaches due to the
decreasing workload. Only the pure push ap-
proach has no change, because it just provides
the broadcast via the main channel which can
be shared by an arbitrary number of clients.

Observing the whole process of the varying
query interval, the proposed HWB approach
always outperforms the other approaches, of
which the average waiting time is the shortest
and the success rate is the highest. In the end
of the curve, the difference between the HWB
approach and the push/pull approach as well
as the pure pull approach becomes very small.
The reason for these behaviors is that the num-
ber of queries for the whole system gets quite
small when the query interval is very long. In
this case, the sub channel is dominantly used
for the above approaches to respond to the re-
quests.

In addition, the performance of the random
WB approach is much lower than that of the
HWB approach, even though they have the
same communication modes. This is because
the query processing is different. The HWB ap-
proach only selects a data delivery way with the
shortest waiting time; in contrast, the random
WB approach not only may select the shortest
one, but also maybe the longest one, due to the
random choice.

Moreover, comparing the two different access
patterns under the varying query interval, al-
most all the approaches perform better under
the skewed access rather than the uniform ac-
cess, except for the pure push approach. The
best account is that for the pure push approach
the whole data items of the database should be
broadcast in both cases. In contrast, for the
on demand sub channel, which can be shared
by a large number of clients, the length of the
queue dramatically decreases as the queries get
skewed. Additionally, the skewed access is also
helpful to increase the cache hits of the base
station. As a result, the proposed HWB ap-
proach performs even better under the skewed
access, by benefiting from the above mentioned
two merits to gain the best performance.

4.2 Impact of Database Size
In the next experiment, we examine the in-

fluence of the number of data items in the
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Fig. 5 Waiting time vs. number of data items in database.

Fig. 6 Success rate vs. number of data items in database.

database. As shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the
performances for all the approaches decline as
database size increases, due to the increasing
transmission time for more data items. How-
ever, the declining degree for the HWB ap-
proach is the smallest, i.e., the HWB approach
all the time has the shortest average waiting
time and the highest success rate.

Figure 5 shows that the average waiting
times for the most of approaches are approx-
imately proportional to the number of data
items, but at different slopes. Ranking from
the smallest gradient under the skewed ac-
cess, they are HWB approach, push/pull ap-
proach, push/w approach, and pure push ap-
proach. The smaller the gradient, the shorter
the average waiting time they get. The gra-
dient of each curve clearly reveals its per-
formance, which relies on its communication
mode. The pure push approach sequentially
broadcasts each data item of the database with
the main channel. Based on the broadcast of
the main channel, the other approaches add one
or two channels to improve performance. The
push/w approach adds the on-demand wireless
channel, while the push/pull approach adds the
on-demand sub channel, in which the latter
performs better than the former since the on-
demand broadcast can make more efficient use

of the bandwidth to respond to the skewed ac-
cess. Moreover, the HWB approach adds both
the on-demand wireless channel and the on-
demand sub channel; hence, it outperforms the
other approaches with the smallest slope.

Meanwhile, all approaches improve perfor-
mance under the skewed access. The reason is
that, under the uniform query, the queue of the
sub channel or the wireless channel increases
markedly as the database size gets larger, which
drops the performance sharply. However, under
the skewed access, there is a relatively slight
increase for the sub channel queue or the wire-
less channel queue. It is because in this case
the increasing number of data items via the
on-demand sub channel can be shared by all
the clients with a similar access interest, ad-
ditionally, the skewed access is also helpful to
increase the cache hits of the base station, and
to some extend increase the possibility of the
selection of the wireless channel. Furthermore,
the HWB approach performs even better under
the skewed access, owning to its optimal combi-
nation of the sub channel as well as the wireless
channel with the main channel.

4.3 Impact of Access Pattern
This experiment evaluates client access pat-

terns, by varying the skewness parameter θ of
Zipf distribution from zero to one.
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Fig. 7 Waiting time vs. access pattern.

Fig. 8 Success rate vs. access pattern.

As shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, the skewed
access patterns (θ > 0), achieves much more
performance improvement than the uniform ac-
cess. Moreover, the performances for all the
hybrid approaches upgrade as the skewness in-
creases, since clients’ queries become increas-
ingly skewed, and the skewed access is helpful
to make more efficient utilization of the shared
sub channel, as well as improve the cache hits
of the base station. However, when θ > 0.6,
the performance of the push/w approach can-
not improve any more, but to some extend de-
creases. The reason is that in this case although
the clients’ queries become rather skewed and
the most of the requested items are kept in
the base station cache, the responses via the
point-to-point wireless channel are limited by
the narrowband bandwidth. In contrast, there
is a large performance improvement for the
push/pull approach and the HWB approach.
Especially, across the entire region of the eval-
uation, the HWB approach has the best perfor-
mance among all the approaches by benefiting
from the optimal combination of the three data
delivery channels.

Mobile users normally have a biased access
interest, and thus we pay more attention on
the skewed access pattern. The following ex-
periments are performed under the skewed ac-
cess with the default skewness θ = 0.95. Ad-
ditionally, we focus on comparing the proposed

Fig. 9 Waiting time vs. number of BS.

Fig. 10 Success rate vs. number of BS.

HWB approach with the other two hybrid data
dissemination methods, i.e., the push/pull ap-
proach and the push/w approach. To provide
a comparison baseline, the pure push approach
is also included in the figures.

4.4 Impact of BS Scalability
To examine the scalability of the HWB sys-

tem, we vary the number of the base station
from 10 to 200. In this set of experiments, the
database size is 10,000, and thus the maximum
size of data group is 1000 for 10 base stations,
and the minimum size of the data group is 50
for 200 base stations, which is enough to eval-
uate the system scalability. In addition, each
base station has a same query frequency with
the average query interval of 500ms. Accord-
ingly, the query load of the system increases as
the base stations increase.

As shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, the per-
formances for all hybrid approaches decline as
the number of the base station increases. The
push/pull approach even performs worse than
the push/w approach when the base stations
are more than 50. The reason is that as the
base stations increase largely, the query load of
the system increases markedly, moreover, the
amount of the heterogeneous access also gets
larger. As a result, the only one on-demand sub
channel cannot effective serve so many requests
with a dissimilar local access interest; however,
it can be better served by the increasing num-
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Fig. 11 Waiting time vs. cache size.

ber of the wireless channel of the base station.
On the other hand, the performances drop a lot
as the base stations increase though; the HWB
approach still performs the best, which reveals
that the HWB approach has a good scalability.

Additionally, we conduct experiments to eval-
uate the impact of the simultaneous queries.
The result show that the performance of the
HWB approach falls a little as the number of
simultaneous queries increases, but it still out-
performs other approaches. Due to the limi-
tation of space, the simulation results are not
shown in this paper.

4.5 Impact of BS Cache Size
By varying the cache size of the base sta-

tion from 100 to 1,000, we compare the HWB
approach with the push/w approach under
two bandwidths of the wireless channel set to
1Mbps and 5Mbps, respectively. Figure 11
shows that the performance of the push/w ap-
proach with 1 Mbps wireless channel has a slight
decrease as the cache size gets larger, but there
is a much improvement under 5 Mbps band-
width. The reason is that the cache hits in-
creases with the cache size, but the narrow-
band bandwidth limits the effective use of the
wireless channel. On the other hand, as the
increase of the cache size, the HWB approach
with 5 Mbps wireless channel has the greatest
performance improvement, meanwhile there is
also a slight increasing under 1Mbps wireless
channel. All these behaviors reveal that the
HWB approach has a more flexible processing
by taking advantage of the three complemen-
tary data delivery ways.

4.6 Impact of Pull Bandwidth
The evaluation about pull bandwidth is ex-

amined by varying the bandwidth of the sub
channel and the wireless channel, respectively.

As indicated in Fig. 12, the waiting times
for the HWB approach, the push/pull approach
and the pure pull approach decrease as the

Fig. 12 Waiting time vs. bandwidth of sub channel.

Fig. 13 Waiting time vs. bandwidth of wireless.

bandwidth of the sub channel increases, and
the HWB approach always performs the best.
However, when the bandwidth is larger than
30 Mbps, the performance difference among
these approaches is very little. This is because
in this case the bandwidth of the sub channel
is huge enough to respond to almost all the re-
quests.

On the other hand, Fig. 13 shows that the
average waiting times of the HWB approach
and the push/w approach improve as the band-
width of the wireless channel increases. When
the bandwidth of the wireless channel is larger
than 2 Mbps, the push/w approach even per-
forms better than the push/pull approach, but
its performance is still far lower than the HWB
approach. The reason is that each base sta-
tion holds its own cache and utilizes the wire-
less channel to serve the local clients, whereas
the sub channel is only one, which is shared by
all the clients in a large scope. By making ef-
fective use of the on-demand wireless channel
and the on-demand sub channel, the HWB ap-
proach has the best performance.

4.7 Summary of Experiments
We conclude the above experimental results

that the proposed HWB approach outperforms
the other approaches with the shortest average
waiting time and the highest success rate un-
der the skewed access pattern as well as uni-
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form access pattern. It is clear that the skewed
access pattern dramatically improves the effi-
cient utilization of the sub channel, and also
increases the cache hits of the base station.
Hence, the HWB approach performs even bet-
ter by benefiting from the optimal combina-
tion of the on-demand sub channel as well as
the on-demand wireless channel with the push-
based main channel. Moreover, the HWB ap-
proach performs the best, even when the sys-
tem workload increases greatly; meanwhile the
HWB approach has a good scalability. Addi-
tionally, in comparison with the random WB
approach, it is clarified that two core parts of
the HWB approach, namely HWB communi-
cation model and HWB query processing, can-
not be separated. It is also indicated that the
push/pull approach and the push/w approach
always perform better than the pure push ap-
proach and the pure pull approach; however,
both of them perform much more poorly than
the HWB approach.

5. Related Work

The idea of employing broadcast for informa-
tion dissemination has been studied for more
than a decade. Some studies focused on the
push-based broadcast 1),2) or the pull based
broadcast 3),13). Some other studies enhanc-
ing the push-based broadcast, interleaved the
on-demand responses on the broadcast chan-
nel, and discussed the trade off between the
push-based broadcast and the pull-based broad-
cast 4),5),7),14). In these approaches, similarly
to our evaluated push/pull approach, clients
explicitly request data through the point-to-
point uplink, and the responses are transmitted
through the push-based broadcast or the on-
demand broadcast. Additionally, in contrast
to adopting a shared on-demand broadcast,
several researches integrated the push-based
broadcast with the on-demand wireless com-
munication by using a set of point-to-point on-
demand channel 8),11). To some extend, their
mechanism is similar to our examined push/w
approach.

These researches confirmed that integrating
push-based broadcast with on-demand broad-
cast or with on-demand wireless communica-
tion both achieved a considerable performance
improvement. This result was also confirmed
in our experiments. However, as the recent ad-
vances in wireless technologies and mobile de-
vices, it is necessary to construct a more effec-

tive hybrid data delivery model to further im-
prove the performance of the information dis-
semination.

Some studies discussed constructing a hy-
brid network based on the wireless data broad-
cast 6),8),11),15). They normally assumed that
the base station takes charge of the two chan-
nels respectively for the push-based broad-
cast and the pull-based unicast communica-
tion. Their assumed hybrid system is com-
pletely different with the emerging mobile dig-
ital broadcasting, in which a broadcast server
broadcasts information to the clients in a large
scope. Moreover, in their assumed hybrid net-
work, the two data delivery ways have the same
service range, i.e., both limited in the service re-
gion of the base station. Additionally, only one
kind of pull-based data dissemination, i.e., the
on-demand point-to-point wireless communica-
tion, is integrated with the push-based broad-
cast without a shared on-demand broadcast.
Therefore, it is hard to make an efficient use of
the broadcast to provide a flexible information
service. For example, if the clients in a different
region have a common interest on some popu-
lar information, like the report of the president
election or the sports scores of Olympic Games,
each base station has to individually broadcast
the same information.

To our best knowledge, there is no study
constructing a hybrid data delivery by effec-
tively taking advantage of the most recent
emerging mobile/wireless communication. Also
there is no study considering the combination
of the push-based broadcast, pull-based broad-
cast, and pull-based wireless communication to
provide a flexible and complementary service in
different service ranges.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we put forward a new hy-
brid data delivery model, i.e., Hybrid Wire-
less Broadcast (HWB) model, by taking ad-
vantage of the recent advances of the wireless
technologies and mobile terminals. The pro-
posed HWB model combines push-based and
pull-based broadcast and pull-based point-to-
point wireless communication, and provides a
flexible and complementary information service
in different bandwidths and service ranges to
greatly improve the responsibility, scalability,
and efficiency of the system. Based on the
HWB model, furthermore, we proposed an ef-
fective query processing method, and developed
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a simulation model for examining the perfor-
mance of the proposed approach. The exper-
imental results confirmed that the HWB ap-
proach significantly enhances the performance
of the system, and has a good scalability.

Based on the effective HWB model, there is
a lot of interesting work to be done in the near
future. To explore a more significant query pro-
cessing, the optimal selection among the three
data delivery ways of the HWB model will not
only consider the waiting time, but also take
into account the type of transmitted data and
the response cost of each data delivery way. In
addition, we will investigate an effective broad-
cast scheduling and cache management of the
HWB model, and construct an integrated con-
trol of scheduling and caching. Furthermore, we
like to extend our study on the dynamic control
of the HWB system, and the issue of data up-
date.
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